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 TABLE 1. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE SUBJECTS' RESPONSE LATENCIES 
 
Source Sum Sq DF Mean Sq F P  
Main Effects    319334 2 159667 12.740 .000  
Presence obs    3596 1 3596   0.287  .592  
Word emotion    315738 1 315738 25.194 .000 
 
2-Way Interaction    6131 1    6131      .489 .484 (pres x emot)  
Explained 325464      3  108488         8.657 .000       
Residual      11980843    956  12532      Total       12306307 959  
12832 
 
N    MEAN S.D.      High Emot  480  147.6 139.8       
Low Emot  480  111.3 74.0 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
TABLE 2. STIMULUS WORDS, MEAN LATENCY OF RESPONSE, STIMULUS PRESENTATION 
ORDER, WORD FREQUENCY, RESPONSE COMMONALITY, AND COMPUTED NUMBER OF 
EXTREME SCORES 
 
WORD   LATENCY ORDER FREQ* COMMONALITY # EXTREMES 
 
PROUD  235.06 20 50  7  17 
DIVORCE 186.02 8 29  6  16 
MARRY  171.40 7 18  5  10 
<S.NAME>** 161.58 10 -  39  7 
FLOWER 138.15 13 23  7  5 
AFRAID 136.81 19 57  26  7 
DANCE  133.88 16 90  7  6 
GLASS  127.00 9 99  13  5 
SWIM   119.27 18 15  14  4 
LOVE   117.73 6 232  24  5 
GIVE   114.33 11 391  29  4 
WOMAN  113.10 12 224  35  7 
WOUND  112.71 14 28  14  2 
BERRY  110.02 2 9  15  2 
KISS   107.83 4 17  9  5 
CARROT 107.06 1 1  12  2 
WHITE  106.79 5 365  29  4 
HUNGER 104.13 3 17  12  1 
POND    96.63 15 25  16  0 
PENCIL  90.04 17 34  34  0 
 
*Word frequency taken from Kucera and Francis (1967)  
 
**Each individual subject was presented with his/her own name as the 
stimulus word. Frequency data is therefore not applicable: all 
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